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A senior resident, Hazel Oberst reminisces about Eastbury evolving over the
past few decades.
“I bought my house on Westbury
Road off-plan only because it had
a long, uninterrupted wall to fit
our piano against,” recalls Hazel
Oberst. She was 22 when she
came to Eastbury in January,
1958.
“My parents were originally from London and came
to live in Kenton in 1927,
which was a newly-built
suburb. We were opposite
a sheep field and it was
very rural with very few
shops,” she explains. Her
mum used to walk with
Hazel in a pram two-and-ahalf miles to Harrow for
shops. Eventually, Kenton
got built up and craving a
more rural location, they
moved to Northwood.
There were five farms in
the vicinity- Eastbury Farm
on Woodfield Avenue, at a
site now occupied by recently built houses and a

gated development. Brightwells
Farm was situated at Hampermill
Lane and Batchworth Lane Farm
was at the entrance of Grove
Farm Park Road. Further down, at
the top of Ducks Hill Road, North-

wood, was Park Farm at the site
currently occupied by the David
Lloyd club.

•

Batchworth Plan

•

Update from BCC

“The Oaks, bordering the golf
course behind Westbury Road,
were merely four feet tall when
I moved here, “ recalls Hazel.
She goes on to add that the
farmer who owned Hampermill
cattle farm had an understanding with the Sandy Lodge Golf
Club to mow their grass in exchange for silage or hay for his
animals till the 70s.

•

Neighb’hood Watch

Despite Eastbury’s rural location, commuter connections to
London were available at Northwood and Moor Park stations.
The platform at Moor Park was
wooden and so was the overhead pedestrian access. There
was no tunnel for those on foot.
Diesel and electric trains used to
Top: Northwood Cinema, at site of Kate Fass- halt with single compartments
nidge Community Hall. Bottom: Northwood and a ladies-only carriage.
Hotel with the War Memorial, now housing
Bowleys. (Pictures courtesy Barry Head)
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Eastbury Residents Association: Help us to help you

Join the ERA

Do you want faster access to ‘Optic fibre to premises’ by Open Reach?
Would you like to see some of the precept money collected by the Batchworth Community Council (BCC)
spent in Eastbury?
Would you like more trees planted, or are fed up with speeding and parking traffic on local roads?

ERA can help. For instance, we can group together and influence the statutory provider to improve our
infrastructure throughout the area quicker via a community partnership application option.
Would you like to see particular enhancements or improvements made to our local neighbourhood? As a
group we can consider options with our district councillors that could benefit everyone in the area.

1500 houses,
Over 3,000 residents,
Shout your message,
Be heard.
Create a community.

Currently, BCC has funds available to help us with individual projects that are well-planned and supported.
Please take five minutes to visit our website https://eastburyresidents.com/and become a member.

Feel a part of it.

You can then beam your views to councillors at Three Rivers District Council and BCC. Give us your opinion,
your views and feedback on how we can improve Eastbury at committee@eastburyresidents.com.

Register at:

Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much!

eastburyresidents.com

eastburyresidents.com
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NEIGHBOURHOOD

Neighbourhood Plan for Batchworth
Batchworth Community Council has formed a NP Steering Group for Rickmansworth Town, Moor Park & Eastbury.
Its Chairman is Miles Hosking and Vice-Chairman is David Caiden.
Members include : Cllr. Di Barber, Cllr. Emma Brading , Cllr. Neelima Payne, Cllr. Alan Moss, Cllr. Nigel Stewart and Cllr.
Peter Loader.
Residents: Elizabeth Willetts, Nina Hosking, Miles Price, Steve Mander, Craige Coren and Tony Brayford .
Topics for focus groups:
Open Spaces

Design & Heritage

Civic & Employment

Infrastructure

For more information and participation visit:

https://batchworth.commonplace.is

Keeping Watch on the Neighbourhood

Neighbourhood Watch is one of
the biggest and most successful
crime prevention initiatives ever.
Now involving more than 162,000
households in Hertfordshire, it is
based on the simple idea that you
and your neighbours can help to
reduce crime and create a safer
and better place to live, work and
play.
By being a good neighbour, you
can help make your community
more secure by looking out for
your neighbours; keeping an eye
on their homes when they are
out; watching out for those who

are elderly or vulnerable; and
receiving and sharing crime
prevention advice to help keep
you and your neighbours safe
and your homes and property
secure.

can help, for example to look out
for stolen property, suspicious
activity or help find missing
people. They will also tell you
about local policing events;
update you about crimes,
incidents or concerning trends in
Neighbourhood Watch members
your area; alert you to appeals
receive regular local policing
for information or witnesses; and
updates and alerts from their
keep you up-to-date with the
local policing team via email, or
latest crime prevention
by telephone if preferred, using
information and advice to share
Hertfordshire’s OWL system.
with your friends and neighbours
Your local policing team will keep to help you to keep yourselves
and your property safe.
you informed about what is
happening locally and how you
Register at www.owl.co.uk/herts

From the Past...
(Continued from page 1)

Hazel recollects boarding the
No. 347 green, double-decker
bus to Garston for Watford
from opposite the Annelex
Garden Centre, as she and her
mother did not know how to
drive in those days. Sadly, the
service was discontinued in
the 1980s.
There was no central heating
in the early days. Coal for open
fires and coke for the boiler were
delivered by coalmen in lorries,
from the sidings at Northwood
Station, now the car park. Coal in
hessian sacks was tipped into
brick ‘coalholes’ at the side of

Misty Moon. There was a wooden-panelled library on the first
floor of Boots and The Northwood Hotel was where Bowleys
is currently trading.

Hazel on her tractor, poplars in
backdrop
Hazel’s house.
All shopping was at Northwood,
with a mini Sainsbury’s at the
former Santander premises, a
Post Office and sorting office at
the site of ASK and an English tea
shop serving cakes at what is

Update from the BCC
Even though Covid and Lockdown
has affected the BCC, and for a
period of time everyone was
working remotely, we have
managed to continue to move
forward with the Batchworth
Neighbourhood Plan. Recently,

you would have received a leaflet
that provided you with more
information as to where we have
reached in the planning stage.
I am also pleased to let you know
that we have restructured the
administration team at BCC, and
we now have a new clerk and
administration support. Hopefully,
this enables us to move forward
as the council develops.

“In the pre-supermarket era,
there were many individual
shops selling meat, fish, vegetables, pastries, delicatessen etc.
Charity shops were unheard of”,
explains Hazel.

The planning committee now
meets fortnightly to enable us to
keep on top of the numerous
planning notifications that we
face each month. As regards the
new Government changes to
planning, no doubt, Three Rivers
will keep residents informed.

The Old High Street was called
the “Half-mile Lane”. It had north
-west London’s first cinema, with
a 400 seater capacity, where the
Kate Fassnidge Community Hall is
presently situated.

I hope, at the next ERA
newsletter, to be able to update
you more with the progress the
BCC is making in developing its
future plans for Eastbury.
Alan Moss, BCC Chair

eastburyresidents.com

COMMUNITY

2020 – Eastbury Community Volunteers
The year 2020, will forever be
synonymous with the Covid-19
pandemic, but for all the
hardships it inflicted on
humanity, it will also be fondly
remembered as a time that saw
community spirit resurrected to
new heights.
One such endeavour was made
by Eastbury resident, Naomi
Bhundia, her co-colleagues
Ramneek Sawhney and Sabrina
Mahtani and a team of 40
volunteers in the Moor Park and
Eastbury area, who answered a
call by another local, Ian
Chapman-Curry, of bringing
together like-minded individuals
who wanted to help those in
need. The cohesive community
effort started, according to
Naomi, “when on the Nextdoor
social app, many residents
expressed their inability to carry
out normal day-to-day tasks,
such as shopping, collecting their
meds, walking their dogs, and
many were willing to reach out
and help”. Thus, ‘Coronavirus
Community Help’, a mutual aid
group, came into being to aid
people of not only Eastbury and
Moor Park, but also Northwood,
Northwood Hills, Eastcote,
Ruislip, Pinner, South Oxhey and
Hatch End.

was for social good,” Naomi
elaborates.

a fridge-freezer for a residential
care home,” quips Naomi.

A timely grant from the
Batchworth Community Council
(BCC), guidance from
Partnerships manager Shivani
Dave at Three Rivers District
Council (TRDC) and logistics aid
from Alison May’s team at
Watford & Three Rivers Trust

A toy appeal from The
Colnbrook School for Learning
Disabilities, Oxhey got an
overwhelming public response
with all 104 children getting toys.
community bake-off witnessed
43 bakers baking for 430 key
workers, including local
supermarkets, high street
businesses , or as Naomi calls
them “the forgotten and unsung
key workers”.

(W3RT), a community volunteer
support group, has not only set
up the network, but taken it
beyond immediate areas.

Talking about numbers, Naomi
points, “From mid-April to endJuly, the TRDC food hub has
supplied 2,115 people, which
averages 44,415 meals.
Donations are being still taken to
the Rickmansworth and
“When the pandemic initially hit, Hillingdon food banks, local
I saw a mum-of-two go hungry
charities such as Michael Sobell
for two days to keep her kids fed Peace Hospice, Watford New
or parents of children with
Hope Trust, Harefield Hospital,
learning difficulties struggle to
sanitising gels to Eastbury Farm
get into work, I decided it was
School etc.
time to join the volunteer
“Occasionally, we get unusual
effort,” she explains. It wasn’t all
requests like care homes needing
smooth-going at the beginning.
donations of unwanted garden
“Volunteer residents were
furniture and planters from
scared and not comfortable
residents, or a chance securing of
leaving their homes, even if it

When asked about the future of
this volunteer group, Naomi
clarified that though the peak of
the pandemic is past for now,
the group continues to get sign
posted by local authorities and
food banks. “We began by taking
3-4 car loads a week, but now
take only a car load every two
weeks,” she states. “There are
always people who will need
help,” Naomi continues, “An old
lady was promised a food parcel
by an aid agency, but it never
came. Hence, the council
reached out to us. Or, a
gentleman with no family, can
struggle through social
distancing.”

Keep Right!
During lockdown it has been
great to see so many people
exercising out on the roads

around Eastbury. The number
of runners and walkers has
been great to see.
If you are walking or jogging
in the road, please make sure
you are on the side of the
road facing the oncoming
traffic; the right hand side.
This is the safest way for everyone!

Help Us With
Your Bins

Naomi and the team were
recognised, recently, for their
services in these trying times by
the TRDC, W3RT and Robert
Voss, the HM Lord-Lieutenant of
Hertfordshire.
Community-led volunteer
groups, such as Naomi’s, are
instrumental in bridging the gap
left by over-stretched council
services and a society reeling
under the socio-economic effects
of a never-before-seen
pandemic.

•

Contact Mutual Aid groups like CCH at https://covidmutualaid.org/local-groups/

•

For emergency food supplies or help with the supermarket delivery slots info@hertshelp.net or
call 03001234044

•
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Access Watford and Three Rivers for support in shopping and telephone dial-in services for
those feeling isolated at TRDC website https://www.communityhelps.org

Please try and refrain from
leaving your wheelie bin in
the middle of the pavement
on collection mornings; they
cause obstructions for pedestrians, people with pushchairs, wheelchairs and mobility scooters. If possible,
please place your bin at the
edge of your property or on
the grass verge for collection
We are working with TRDC to
encourage the refuse collectors to do the same!!

eastburyresidents.com
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SAFETY

A Plan for Safer Highways
HAVE YOUR SAY!!!
Suggested Improvements to

follows: The Woods is a 30mph
speed limit with only one sign at

Blind Bends:

Woods. What about children
walking to school? Again, one

Over the past months we have

example is that, havens are needno others. 30mph signage should There are several roads that
ed in The Woods and on Sandy
egress
onto
main
roads
on
a
blind
be erected where Prestwick Road
Lane between Eastbury Avenue
meets The Woods at the junction bend, so that oncoming traffic
and The Woods junction. Where

had comments and feedback

with Oxhey Drive. Please note

from a number of residents, and

that the Highway Code states

cannot see vehicles egressing and do you think additional signage is
those vehicles cannot see oncom- required?

we want to follow these up with

(Rule 98 & 107) “The 30 mph

ing traffic, usually at speed. There

BCC, TRDC and Hertfordshire

limit usually applies to all traffic

is no signage warning oncoming

on all roads with street lighting
comments are important. Set out unless signs show otherwise”.
below are some of the points
Therefore, 30mph signs are only

traffic of the hidden turning. For

Needed at the junction of: Batch-

example, this should be rectified

worth Lane and Rickmansworth

at the junction of: Eastbury Ave-

Road (this has been an ongoing

raised within the committee and

required where traffic is entering

nue and Watford Road, Prestwick issue for many years and the

from community. Please note

this zone from a faster speed

Road and Woodside Walk, Batch- councillors have the history). This

that there are rigid rules, regula-

area

worth Lane and Davenham Ave-

Health & Safety on Eastbury and
Moor Park Highways

the junction with Sandy Lane and

think?

County Council. Your input and

Mini Roundabouts/Traffic Lights:

is only part of the problem as any

tions and processes for any

changes here need also to con-

changes to be agreed and ap-

sider the intersection of the Rick-

proved. Before we start this for-

mansworth Road and White Hill

mal process for you please let us

Road. We need to know the crite-

know which you think are key.

ria applied before council/
highways agrees to a change.,

Introduction:

White Hill and Rickmansworth

Section 1.6.2 of the Traffic Sign

Road, Batchworth Lane and

Manual places a responsibility

Sandy Lane, The Woods and

and duty on the Council to meet

Sandy Lane, and Eastbury Road/

with residents and work with
them to find an acceptable solution to problems.

Take part in a speed survey at:
https://surveys.hertfordshire.gov.uk/s/SpeedStrategy20/
Email us your views on:

Despite the substantial increase

committee@eastburyresidents.com

in traffic and their speeds over
the last twenty years, little has

alike. Now is the time to do so.

you think additional signage is

Hertfordshire County Highways

Where do you think additional

required?

signing guidance document

Safety could be improved on
certain roads by a reduction in

Avenue, Eastbury Road, Westbury Road and Batchworth Lane.

(below) states that they also
wish to “avoid unnecessary sign
clutter”. Where do you think
additional signage is required?

Again, a plan of action would

https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/

assist in keeping speeds down.

media-library/documents/highways/

with Green Lane to the junction

Speed humps would also be of

hertfordshire.pdf

with Batchworth Lane should

immense assistance but perhaps

have the speed limit reduced

unpopular, however, there a very

from 40mph to 30mph with ap-

speed limit. Watford Road and
Sandy Lane from the junction

Road and The Fairway

within Moor Park in respect of

speed-limit-change . Where do

many roads, including Eastbury

bury Road with Bourne End

As a result of greater controls

ty for pedestrians and road users

Road speed and signage:

Car Parking junctions of West-

Hampermill Lane.

https://www.gov.uk/request-

Traffic speed Is a problem on

way.

nue and Sandy Lodge Lane and

been done to improve road safe-

signage is required?

Batchworth Lane and The Fair-

highways-signage-guidance-in-

their Car Parking restrictions we
have seen a slippage from individuals not wanting to pay for car
parking at the station and this is
resulting in car parking in the
streets mentioned above. Not
only is this a hindrance to local
houseowners but also creates
dangerous blind spots and congestion. When we move to a
more normal environment after

Pedestrian Safety:

Covid-19, countrywide, we will

stringent criteria that have to be

Pedestrian Havens are required

need to review what action to

propriate changes in signage. and met before speed humps or othrepeater signs. An example of the er traffic calming measures can

to assist the safe crossing of pe-

take if this returns as a problem.

destrians to reach bus stops and

Are there similar examples in

changes we would suggest is as

be implemented. What do you all other amenities such as Oxhey

(Continued on page 5)

eastburyresidents.com
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Revamping Hertfordshire Post-Covid
Hertfordshire County Council’s
services have continued through
these difficult times, and Highways is the one most in the public eye. In the next few weeks,
pavement works will be undertaken in Sandy Lodge Way and in
part of Grove Farm Park. Work is
always budget-constrained and
prioritised for best value in terms
of safety, prolonging the life of
the pavement, the most appropriate type of treatment, and
footfall. Sections of Batchworth
Lane’s road surface have recently
been improved, too.

There is free parking for one hour
in the car parks , and Rickmansworth is becoming vibrant again.
Rickmansworth library has now
re-opened for (limited) browsing
and for book selection.
The cost of Covid has been punitive to the
County
Council, with
particularly
massive cost
increases in
care homes,
and on social
care and
mental
As post-Covid life hopefully reStreet now closes to through
health issues both for adults and
turns to something approaching
traffic between 10am and 6pm
for children. How might this be
normality this Autumn and more
Monday to Friday, and 10am
funded?
people are walking to and from
Saturday morning to 5am MonThere has been much in the
the station at the beginning and
day morning. This temporary
press lately about a new Governend of each day, the improvearrangement, initially for 42 days, ment White Paper, due this Aument in street lighting times will
enables supplies and deliveries to tumn, on savings that could be
become more noticeable. Followthe shops before 10am, and all
made if there were a reduction in
ing the conversion to LED lighting
the High Street parking bays are the tiers of local government.
across the whole of the county,
open until 10am on weekdays.
Hillingdon is a single tier authorilighting will be coming on at 5am

A Plan for Safer
Highways
(Continued from page 4)

Eastbury?
20 is Plenty
In England, many local authorities
agree that a default reduced limit
of 20mph would be beneficial in
residential and urban areas. Certain areas have already successfully campaigned for a 20mph
limit. Would a 20mph limit in

when it is dark at that time, one
hour earlier than previously, and
going off at 1am, one hour later
than previously.
To encourage people to feel safe,
maintain social distancing and to
shop locally, Rickmansworth High

A high volume of building works
and home improvements within
the Eastbury area continue,
while most of which is managed
carefully and considerately, it
has been noticeable
over the summer,
that an increasing
number of building
projects have been
continuing beyond
their permitted
hours.

of less vehicle traffic in the wake
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The definition of “noise” in the

munity? This would certainly encourage more walking and cycling. Many more people appear
to be walking and cycling because

frances.button@hertfordshire.gov.uk

Frances’s County Council Division of Rickmansworth East &
Oxhey Park (Carpenders Park,
Moor Park, Oxhey Hall) includes
that part of Eastbury to the west
of the Metropolitan railway line,
so includes Sandy Lodge Way
and Grove Farm Park. East of
the railway line forms part of
the County Division of South
Oxhey & Eastbury.

Inconsiderate noise from NBR’s Building Work

Noisy building works are only
permitted to be undertaken on
Monday to Friday between 8am
and 6pm and on Saturdays between 9am and 1pm. No noise
from building works is permitted
on a Sunday or a Bank Holiday.

Eastbury be a benefit to our com-

ty whereas Hertfordshire has its
County Council plus ten Districts
and Boroughs, one of which is
Three Rivers. A recent PwC report has estimated that were
Hertfordshire to move to one
single tier authority, savings
could be of the order of £140
million. Were it to move to two
single tier authorities, the savings
could be £105 million. The expectation is that Parishes and
Community Councils would remain. We await the White Paper
with interest.

legislation covering this is
“where works are audible at the
site boundary”. If you are experiencing continual issues with a
neighbour’s contractor being

unthoughtful and causing a disturbance, our advice would be to
firstly discuss the issue with your
neighbour and attempt to rectify
the misdemeanour by a sensible
conversation. Unfortunately, in
some instances, a level of reasonableness cannot be found
due to the ignorance of the own-

er or their contractor and your
last resort will be our local authority’s environmental department.
If you do get to this situation,
Three Rivers District Council
Environmental Health Department should be contacted on
01923 776611, they will ask for
details and any timings of the
noise nuisance and any other
information relating to the situation.
This will then be passed to an
Environmental Health Officer
who will contact the property
owner or contractor and try and
solve the issue informally, but if
this fails a formal notice will be
served by them to deal with your
complaint, taking them to task.

eastburyresidents.com
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Is Noise Pollution the next health crisis for NHS ?
Noise pollution is a common
cause of irritation and annoyance
but it is not as well known that it
is also bad for health. A recent
study found that sleep disturbance costs more than 900,000
healthy years lost in Western
Europe, while annoyance from
noise costs another almost
600,000 health years lost – every
year.
Noise from transport is the second worst environmental risk factor for
health in Europe (air
pollution being the
worst). The annual
social cost of urban
road noise in England
is estimated to be £7£10 billion, similar to
the cost of road travel injuries (https://
www.gov.uk/
guidance/noisepollution-economicanalysis).
Noise interferes with
concentration. Children in a classroom on the noisy
side of the school building did
much worse in tests than similar
children on the quiet side of the
school. This can lead to longterm consequences. Poorer edu-

cational achievement often leads concentrate during the day, but
to lower incomes, and poorer
also to repair the body.
long-term health.
“Sleep that knits up the raveled
sleave of care,
Noise increases blood pressure.
This in turn increases the risks of The death of each day’s life, sore
heart disease, stroke, and delabor’s bath,
mentia. The World Health OrganBalm of hurt minds, great nature’s
ization reports that road traffic
second course,
noise is associated with an 8%
increase in the risk of developing Chief nourisher in life’s feast.”
heart disease for every 10 deciWilliam Shakespeare, Macbeth

Insufficient or poor sleep is associated with increased risks of
Noise can also interrupt or preobesity, diabetes, depression,
vent sleep. Sleep is very imand various other conditions.
portant not only for people to be
Adults who sleep for 7 hours or
able to be properly awake and
more a night have lower mortalibels increase in noise.

ty than adults who sleep for less
than 6hrs a night. Adults who
sleep for 9 hours or more are less
likely to be obese than those who
sleep for less than 7hours.
Lost sleep costs around £30bn to
the UK each year (https://
publichealthmatters.blog.gov.uk).
More information about sleep
can be found from the Royal
Society of Public Health (https://
www.rsph.org.uk/our-work/
policy/wellbeing/sleep.html). Of
course, there are many reasons
other than noise for poor sleep,
including worry, too much screen
time, insufficient physical activity, a crying baby – the list is long.
But for many people, noise is a
major contributor. Some noises,
on the other hand, bring enjoyment, relaxation and improve
well-being. Most of us probably
noticed the great increase in
birdsong when ‘lockdown’ came
in. Many people find the noise of
children playing in a garden enjoyable, even if it is loud, while
machines, parties, and barking
dogs are more likely to cause
irritation.
Dr. Jenny Mindell, Professor of
Public Health, UCL.

Eastbury Flood Action Group update
The Eastbury Residents Flood
Action Group (ERFAG), which was
formed after the serious local
flooding on EU Referendum Day
(June 23, 2016), has continued
working with all relevant authorities to try to reduce the risk of
local flooding. We reported several wins achieved in the last ERA
Newsletter, such as clearing of
certain blocked storm sewers (by
Thames Water’s contractor),
clearing of road gullies and the
undertaking of video surveys of
the most relevant pipes, including
those owned by TfL that take the
local flows under the railway lines
in the vicinity of the Batchworth
Lane Bridge.
Four years after the initial event,
we are pleased to report that a
first draft of Three Rivers Council’s Storm Water Management
report (known as “the SWaMP

report”) is well under production. long gestation period, we hope
The report has been driven by
readers understand how slowly
Hertfordshire County Council’s
the wheels of officialdom turn

(HCC) Flood Risk Management
Team and is being produced by
appointed consultants (JBA Consulting). The ERFAG Committee
has had sight of the key recommendations and met HCC’s Environmental Officer to return comments. Although this seems a

with so many agencies and departments involved and that
without the pressure that the
ERFAG brought to bear nothing
at all would have happened.
Currently, the County is getting
quotes to have another neglected
pipe surveyed and cleaned and

the Flood Risk Management
Team have submitted a bid for
funding from the Thames Regional Flood and Coastal Committee
(RFCC) to investigate options
proposed in the draft SWaMP.If
successful, funding would hopefully be received in 2021. Mitigation measures shortlisted include
attenuation basins, local rain
gardens and tree-pits in verges
plus, of course, individual property protection.
In recent rains, the Moor Park
Stream nearly overflowed again.
The residents had to go out in
their wellies and clear out debris
to get the river level to drop.
ERFAG is led by Caroline McHugh
and David Caiden is on the Committee. The group can be contacted on:
eastburyfloodactiongroup@gmail.com

eastburyresidents.com
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Streamlining Planning for Eastbury
In the past 12 months, I as a resident have become increasingly
aware of how planning predominates our minds and conversations when we think of our
neighbourhood. Having spoken to a number of locals at
various occasions, we as a
collective body are now
starting to have a constructive involvement in the planning process.
It is important to realise
that we cannot argue against
any application just because
we don’t like it. There are
very strict rules and parameters against which arguments
can be made.
Within the Eastbury Residents Association (ERA), the role
we now assume is to review all
planning applications and work
with residents, if there are objections raised, be it as a neighbour
or as a community. Whilst not
planning experts, we do possess
the knowledge to enable us to
direct the conversation through
the right corridors when applications submitted have foreseeable
pitfalls.
Recently, a meeting with three
senior members of the planning
team at Three Rivers District
Council (TRDC) proved to be
extremely helpful in explaining
why certain events take place. I
think it is fair to say that they as
officials are, at times, as frustrated as the public with the procedures involved and what they
must accept ungrudgingly. They
are inevitably bound to apply the
established set of regulations.

Don’t Drive (a)way!

In addition to the planners,
the residents association now
has a close working relationship
with TRDC councillors, in particular, Cllr Reena Ranger and Debbie

Morris. Despite providing insightful advice, Debbie, who sits
on the TRDC planning committee, has always maintained
her neutrality on applications, in
case they come to committee.
Most importantly, the ERA
has forged a better partnership
with the Batchworth Community
Council (BCC). This follows the co
-option of myself, an ERA member, into the planning committee
at the parish council. BCC can
assert influence on planning
applications, albeit limited compared to TRDC. It can “Call In”
the application to ensure that it
is considered at a full planning
committee and not under delegated powers.
It is, therefore, urged that if
there is construction being undertaken in your vicinity, that
you do check the planning application and subsequent consent ,

on the portal, https://
www3.threerivers.gov.uk/
online-applications/.
At any stage of the construction,
if residents feel that applicants

are deviating from the approved
planning document, kindly alert
the ERA.
Before signing off, a recurring house keeping matter regarding contractors on individual
property sites behaving inappropriately with the delivery, permitted work hours or storage of
materials, can be effectively addressed by clicking a photograph
and mailing it to the ERA website: eastburyresidents.com .
The association, will raise the
matter with the council. Please
be aware that all materials
should be held in the curtilage of
the site and the pavement and
grass verges do not belong to
individual owners, but to the
council and are not to be utilised.
(Writer is an ERA committee
member and has been co-opted
onto the Batchworth Community
Council Planning Committee)

Planning permission is not required if a new or replacement
driveway of any size uses permeable (or porous) surfacing which
allows water to drain through, such as gravel, permeable concrete block paving or porous asphalt, or if the rainwater is directed to a lawn or border to drain, naturally. If the surface to
be covered is more than five square metres, planning permission will be needed for laying traditional, impermeable driveways that do not provide for the water to run to a permeable
area.
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Green Plans
The importance and appreciation
of green spaces has only been
heightened by the current Covid
pandemic. The Eastbury Recreation Ground is no exception.
In the month of October, the
Three Rivers District Council
(TRDC) has cleared the flower
bed next to the car park and
sowing of wild flower seeds on
the land between the tennis
courts and back of properties on
Farm Way. Three Rivers Councillor Reena Ranger explains, “ The
flowers have a positive impact on
people and boost bee populations.”
Councillor Debbie Morris elaborates, “ The Batchworth Community Council (BCC) is liaising with
TRDC and the residents. Any
changes regarding the rec ground
are subject to the planning process.”

Recently, the council has removed various dead branches
and a tree that fell onto the tennis court fencing from a Farm
Way property causing damage.
Councillor Morris explains, ”A
temporary repair was done to
prevent people from accessing
the closed tennis courts during
the lockdown. The tree has been
removed and the damaged fencing will now be replaced with a
new one.”
Residents can expect dead trees
from the thicket of trees and
undergrowth next to the car park
to be removed end of October.
New trees planted last March
that failed to establish will be
replaced in the coming planting
season between NovemberMarch. The BCC has ear-marked
three more areas for wildflowers
and daffodil bulbs on the ground.
Councillor Ranger suggested that
forming community-based
groups like Friends of Recreation
Ground, in the future, would help
involve the local residents .

eastburyresidents.com
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USEFUL CONTACTS

Councillors
There are a number of different Councillors who have an input into the Eastbury area as listed
below. All have responsibilities for different aspects within the community. Residents are able to
email them with queries and suggestions.
l

Alan Moss

Neelima Payne
François Neckar
Joan King

Frances Button

Jo Clemens

Debbie Morris

(East of railway line)
joan.king@hertfordshire.go
v.uk

(West of railway line)
frances.button@hertfo
rdshire.gov.uk

jclemensmpe@gmail.com

debbie.morris@threerivers.gov.uk
clerk@batchworth-ecc.gov.uk

Reena Ranger
reena.ranger@threerivers.gov.uk

Roles & Responsibilities

Roles & Responsibilities
• Development Neigh-

•

Policing, Fire and Rescue

•

Schools and education

•

Roads and highways

•

Refuse & recycling

•

Social care

•

Planning & environment

•

Street lighting

•

Building control

•

Grass verge maintenance

•

Maintaining & running leisure facilities: -

•



Watersmeet

Verge tree planting & maintenance



The Aquadrome



Eastbury Rec

bourhood Plan

• Monitoring Planning

Roles & Responsibilities

www.hertfordshire.gov.uk

applications

• Community enhancement
www.batchworth-ecc.gov.uk
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Andy Tooley

Ian Cristol
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Derek Levy

Tony Simmonds

Secretary
Ginny Nevill

Craige Coren

Membership
Kamla Patel

Sameer Keshani

Editor
Shikha C. Bhatia

Kaksha Mehta

